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Kyrie (Lord have mercy)

Gloria (Glory to God in the highest)

Credo (I believe or the Nicene Creed)

Sanctus (Holy)

Benedictus (Blessed)

Agnus Dei (Lamb of God)

Small reception after the concert at the social hall in the basement.

Based on the fact that our country is currently suffering from an 
unprecedentedly great anxiety due to our extreme “political and 
financial instability,” much like Austria was, at the time of Haydn’s 
composition of this mass, which was the threat from Napoleon’s 
aggressions, this mass was seriously selected. This mass loudly addresses 
this fear and anxiety that we share with Haydn, we are afraid that our 
nation would go into bankruptcy and through the process, become a 
Divided States instead of United States of America. I hope that this 
mass would be able to truly express our feelings. I hope that, one day, 
we would be able to celebrate, as Haydn did at the premiere of this 
mass, the defeat of Napoleon, the recovery from our National crisis. 
And our beloved country would be restored to our past glory and 
remain as the world’s most powerful and blessed nation. By then, we 
would be able to sing with joy: “Gloria in Excelsis Deo.”

By Joshua Law

The Missa in Angustiis (“Mass for troubled times”) or “Nelson Mass” 
(Hob. XXII:11), is one of fourteen masses written by Joseph Haydn. It is 
one of the six masses written near the end of his life which are now seen 
as a culmination of Haydn’s liturgical composition.

Background

Lord Nelson, for whom the “Nelson Mass” is nicknamed.

Haydn’s chief biographer, H. C. Robbins Landon, has written that this 
mass “is arguably Haydn’s greatest single composition.” [1] This mass, 
written in 1798, is one of the six late masses by Haydn for the Esterhazy 
family composed after taking a short hiatus when elaborate church 
music was inhibited by the Josephinian reforms of the 1780’s. The late 
sacred works of Haydn are masterworks influenced by the experience 
of his London symphonies and highlight the soloists and chorus while 
allowing the orchestra to play a prominent role.[2]

Due to the political and financial instability of this period in European 
history, Haydn’s patron Nikolaus II dismissed the Feldharmonie, or 
wind band octet, shortly before Haydn wrote the Missa in Angustiis 
for the Princess’s name day.[2] Haydn, therefore, was left with a “dark” 
orchestra composed of strings, trumpets, timpani, and organ.[3] 
Later editors and arrangers added what they perceived to be missing 
woodwind parts, but the original scoring has again become the 
accepted choice for modern performances.

Though in 1798, when he wrote this Mass, Haydn’s reputation was at its 
peak, his world was in turmoil. Napoleon had won four major battles with 
Austria in less than a year. The previous year, in early 1797, his armies had 
crossed the Alps and threatened Vienna itself. In May of 1798, Napoleon 
invaded Egypt to destroy Britain’s trade routes to the East.

The summer of 1798 was therefore a terrifying time for Austria, and when 
Haydn finished this Mass, his own title, in the catalogue of his works, 
was “Missa in Angustiis” or “Mass for Troubled Times.” What Haydn 
did not know when he wrote the Mass — but what he and his audience 
heard (perhaps on the very day of the first performance September 15) 
was that on Aug. 1, Napoleon had been dealt a stunning defeat in the 
Battle of the Nile by British forces led by Admiral Horatio Nelson. 
Because of this coincidence, the Mass gradually acquired the nickname 
“Lord Nelson Mass.” The title became indelible when in 1800, Lord 
Nelson himself visited the Palais Esterházy, accompanied by his British 
mistress, Lady Hamilton, and may have heard the Mass performed.[4]


